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Abstra t. Theorem provers for higher-order logi s often use ta ti s to
implement automated proof sear h. Ta ti s use a general-purpose metalanguage to implement both general-purpose reasoning and omputationally intensive domain-spe i proof pro edures. The generality of ta ti
provers has a performan e penalty; the speed of proof sear h lags far
behind spe ial-purpose provers. We present a new modular proving arhite ture that signi antly in reases the speed of the ore logi engine.
Our speedup is due to eÆ ient data stru tures and modularity, whi h allows parts of the prover to be ustomized on a domain-spe i basis. Our
ar hite ture is used in the MetaPRL logi al framework, with speedups
of more than two orders of magnitude over traditional ta ti -based proof
sear h.

1 Introdu tion
Several provers [7{9, 11, 12, 15, 18℄ use higher-order logi s for reasoning be ause
the expressivity of the logi s permits on ise problem des riptions, and be ause
meta-prin iples that hara terize entire lasses of problems an be proved and reused on multiple problem instan es. In these provers, proof automation is oded
in a meta-language (often a variant of ML) as ta ti s. Automation speed has a
dire t impa t on the level of reasoning. If proof sear h is slow, more intera tive
guidan e is needed to prune the sear h spa e, leading to ex essive detail in the
ta ti proofs.
We present a proving ar hite ture that addresses the problem of speed and
ustomization in ta ti provers. We have implemented this ar hite ture in the
MetaPRL logi al framework, a hieving more than two orders of magnitude speedup over the existing NuPRL-4 implementation. We obtain the speedup in two
parts: our ar hite ture is modular, allowing omponents to be repla ed with
domain-spe i implementations, and we use eÆ ient data stru tures to implement the proving modules.
In this paper, we explain this modular ar hite ture. We show that the logi
engine an be broken into three modules: a term module that implements the
logi al language, a term rewriter that applies primitive inferen es, and a proof
module that manages proofs and de nes ta ti s. The omputational behavior of
?
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General ta ti prover ar hite ture

proof sear h is dominated by term rewriting and operations on terms, and we
present implementations of the modules for domains with frequent appli ations
of substitution (like type theory), and for domains with frequent appli ations of
uni ation (like rst-order logi ).
MetaPRL, our testbed, is implemented in Obje tive Caml [19℄. It in ludes
logi s like rst-order logi , the NuPRL type theory, and A zel's CZF set theory [1℄. We in lude performan e measurements that ompare MetaPRL's performan e with NuPRL-4 on the NuPRL type theory. In our measurements, we
also show how parti ular module implementations hange the performan e in
the di erent domains.1
The organization of the paper is a follows. In Se tion 2, we give an overview of
ta ti proving, and present the high-level ar hite ture. In Se tions 3, 4, and 5, we
explore the proving modules in more detail, and develop their implementations.
In Se tion 6, we ompare the performan e of the di erent implementations, and
in Se tion 7 we summarize our results, and present the remaining issues. This
work builds on the e orts of many systems over the last de ade, and in Se tion 8
we present related work.

2 Ar hite tural Overview
The general ar hite ture of a ta ti prover an be divided into three parts, shown
in Figure 1. A logi ontains the following kinds of obje ts:
1
It should be noted that MetaPRL is a distributed prover [14℄, leading to additional
speedups if multiple pro essors are used. Distribution is implemented by inserting a
s heduling and ommuni ation layer between the re ner and the ta ti interfa e. For
this paper, we des ribe operation and performan e without this additional s heduling
layer.
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1. Syntax de nitions de ne the language of a logi ,
2. Inferen e rules de ne the primitive inferen e of a logi . For instan e, the
rst-order logi ontains rules like axiom and modus ponens in a sequent
al ulus.
axiom
; a: A ` A
(1)
; f : A ) B ` A ; f : A ) B; b: B ` C
modus ponens
(2)
; f: A ) B ` C
3. Rewrites de ne omputational equivalen es. For example, the NuPRL type
theory de nes  abstra tion and appli ation, with the following equivalen e:
(x:b) a

! b[a=x℄:

(3)

4. Theorems provide proofs for derived inferen e rules and axioms.
The re ner [4℄ performs two basi operations. First, it builds automation
pro edures from the parts of a logi .
1. Syntax de nitions are ompiled to fun tions for onstru ting logi al formulas.
2. Rewrite primitives (and derived rewrite theorems) are ompiled to onversions that allow omputational redu tions to be applied during a proof.
3. Inferen e rules and theorems are ompiled to primitive ta ti s for applying
the rule, or instantiating the theorem.
The se ond re ner operation is the appli ation of onversions and ta ti s, produ ing justi ations from the proofs. The major parts of the re ner interfa e
are shown below.2 It de nes abstra t types for data stru tures that implement
terms, ta ti and rewrite de nitions, proofs, and logi s. Proof sear h is performed in a ba kward- haining goal-dire ted style. The refine fun tion takes
a logi and a ta ti sear h pro edure, and applies it to a goal term to produ e a partial proof. The goal and the resulting subgoals an be re overed
with the sub/goal of proof proje tion fun tions. Proofs an be omposed with
the ompose proof subproofs fun tion, whi h requires that the goals of the
subproofs orrespond to the subgoals of the proof, and that both derivations
o urred in the same logi . If an error o urs in any of the re ner fun tions,
the RefineError ex eption is raised. The ta ti of onv fun tion reates a
ta ti from a rewrite de nition. The nal two fun tions, alled ta ti als, are
the primitives for implementing proof sear h. Operationally, the andthen ta 1
ta 2 ta ti applies ta 1 to a goal and immediately applies ta 2 to all the subgoals, omposing the result. The orelse ta 1 ta 2 is equal to ta 1 on goals
where ta 1 does not produ e an error, otherwise it is equivalent to ta 2.
2

Throughout this paper we will use a simpli ed OCaml syntax to give the omponent
des riptions.
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module type RefinerSig = sig
type term, ta ti , onv, proof, logi
ex eption RefineError
val refine : logi ! ta ti ! term ! proof
val goal of proof : proof ! term
val subgoals of proof : proof ! term list
val ompose : proof ! proof list ! proof
val ta ti of onv : onv ! ta ti
val andthen : ta ti ! ta ti ! ta ti
val orelse : ta ti ! ta ti ! ta ti
end

The logi data type is the on rete representation of a logi . The MetaPRL
logi al framework de nes multiple logi s in an inheritan e hierar hy (partial
order) where if L hild : logi inherits from Lparent : logi , then all the theorems
of Lparent are valid (and provable) in L hild . In ontrast, the NuPRL-4 prover
has a single global logi ontaining the syntax and rules of the NuPRL type
theory.
Refiner
Types
In a prover like NuPRL-4, the re ner an
be hara terized as monolithi . There is no
Proof
proof,logic
well-de ned separation of the re ner into omponents, and there is no well-de ned interfa e
Rewriter
tactic,conv
like the RefinerSig we de ned above|there
is one built-in re ner. This has made it difTerm
term
ult to ustomize and maintain NuPRL-4,
and our hoi e in MetaPRL has been to partition the re ner into several small well-de ned parts. This has an additional
bene t: if we partition the re ner into abstra t parts, we an reate domainspe i implementations of its parts. The hoi e of partitioning we use is guided
by the type de nitions, produ ing the layered ar hite ture shown at the right.
The lowest layer, the term module, de nes the logi al language; the rewriter
module implements appli ations of primitive ta ti s and onversions using term
rewriting; and the proof module de nes the logi and proof data types. We
present spe i ations and implementations of these modules in the following
se tion.

3 The term module
All logi al terms, in luding goals and subgoals, are expressed in the language of
terms, implemented by the term module. The general syntax of all terms has
three parts. Ea h term has 1) an operator-name (like \sum"), whi h is a unique
name indi ating the logi and omponent of a term; 2) a list of parameters
representing onstant values; and 3) a set of subterms with possible variable
bindings. We use the following syntax to des ribe terms, based on the NuPRL
de nition [2℄:
opname [p1 ;    ; pn ℄ fv1:t1 ;    ; vm :tm g
| {z }

|

{z

}|

operator name parameters

4

{z
subterms

}

Here are a few examples:
Displayed form Term
1
natural number["1"℄fg

x:b
f (a)
v
x+y

lambda[℄fx. bg
apply[℄ff; ag
variable["v"℄fg
sum[℄fx; yg

Variables are terms with a string parameter giving their names; numbers
have an integer parameter with their value. The lambda term ontains a binding
o urren e: the variable x is bound in the subterm b.
The term module implements several basi term operations: substitution
(b[a=x℄) of a term (a) for a variable (x) in a term (b), free-variable al ulations, -equivalen e, et . When a logi de nes a rule, the re ner ompiles the
rule pattern into a sequen e of term operations. The term interfa e is shown
below. The abstra t types opname, param, term, and bound term represent operator names, onstant parameters, terms, and bound terms (the subterms of a
term). The major operations in lude destru tors to de ompose terms and boundterms, as well as a substitution fun tion subst, free variable al ulations, and
term equivalen e.
module type TermSig = sig
(* Types and onstru tors: *)
type opname, param, term, bound term
val mk opname : string list ! opname
val mk int param : int ! param
val mk string param : string ! param
val mk term : opname ! param list ! bound term list
val mk bterm : string list ! term ! bound term

end
3.1

!

term

(* Destru tors and other operations: *)
val dest term : term ! opname * param list * bound term list
val dest bterm : bound term ! string list * term
val subst : (string * term) list ! term ! term
val free vars : term ! string list
val alpha equal : term ! term ! bool

Naive term implementation (Term std)

The most immediate implementation of terms is the naive \standard" implementation, whi h builds the term with tupling.
type opname = string list
and param = Int of int | String of string
and term = opname * param list * bound term list
and bound term = string list * term
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While this stru ture is easy to implement, it su ers from poor substitution performan e. The following pseudo- ode gives an outline of the substitution algorithm.
let re subst sub t =
if t is a variable then
if (t, t') 2 sub then t' else t
else let (opname, params, bterms) = t in
(opname, params, List.map (subst bterm sub) bterms)
and subst bterm sub (vars, t) =
let sub' = remove (v, t') from sub if v 2 vars in
let vars', sub'' = rename binding variables to avoid apture in
(vars', subst sub'' t)

h
h

1

2

The sub argument is a list of string/term pairs that are to be simultaneously
substituted into the term in the se ond argument. The main part of the substitution algorithm is in the part for substituting into bound terms. In step 1h,
the substitution is modi ed by removing any string/term pairs that are freshly
bound by the binding list vars, and in step 2h, the binding variables are renamed
if they interse t with any of the free variables in the terms being substituted.
Roughly analyzed, this algorithm takes time at least linear in the size of the
term on whi h the substitution is performed. Furthermore, ea h substitution
performs a full opy of the term. Substitution is a very ommon operation|
ea h appli ation of an inferen e rule involves at least one substitution. The next
implementation performs lazy substitution, useful in domains like type theory.
3.2

Delayed substitution (Term ds)

If substitution is frequent, it is often more eÆ ient to save omputations for use
in multiple substitution operations. We use three main optimizations: we save
free-variable al ulations, we perform lazy substitution, and we provide spe ial
representations for ommonly o urring terms.
When a substitution is performed on a term for the rst time, we ompute
the set of free variables of that term, and save them for later use. When a
substitution is applied, the free-variables set is used to dis ard the parts of the
substitution for variables that do not o ur free in the term. This saves time,
and it also saves spa e by preserving subterms where the substitution has no
e e t.
During proof sear h, ta ti appli ations often fail, and only part of the substitution result is usually examined in the proof sear h. In this ommon ase, it
is more eÆ ient to delay the appli ation of a substitution until the substitution
results are a tually requested by the dest term fun tion.
We also optimize two ommonly-o urring terms: variables and sequents.
Rather than using the term en oding of variables, we provide a ustom representation using a string. The sequent optimization uses a ustom data stru ture
to give onstant-time a ess to the hypotheses, instead of the usual linear-time
en oding. These \ ustom" terms are abstra t optimizations|they do not hange
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the Term interfa e de nition. For ea h ustom term, we add spe ial- ase handlers
to ea h of the generi term fun tions.
The following de nition of terms uses all of these optimizations (the de nitions for the bound term, opname and param types are un hanged). The de nition of sequents, whi h we omit, uses arrays to represent the hypotheses and
on lusions of the sequent.
VarsDelayed
Vars of string set;
ore : Term of (opname * param list * bound term list)
j Subst of (subst * term)
j Var of string
j Sequent of sequent g
and subst = (string * term) list
and sequent =   
type term =

f

free vars :

j

The free vars eld a hes the free variables of the term, using VarsDelayed as
a pla eholder until the variable set is omputed. The ore eld stores the term
value, using the Term variant to represent values where a substitution has been
expanded, the Subst variant to represent delayed substitutions, and the Var and
Sequent variants for ustom terms.
The free-variables omputation is one of the more omplex operations on this
data stru ture. When the free variables are omputed for a term, there are three
main ases: if the free variables have already been omputed, they are returned;
if the ore is a Term, the free variables are omputed from the subterms; and
if the ore is a delayed substitution, the substitution is used to modify the free
variables of the inner term.
let re

free vars = fun tion
free vars = Vars fv g ! fv
j f
ore = ore g as t !
let fv = mat h ore with
Term ( , , bterms) ! Set.map list free vars bterm bterms
j Subst (sub, t) ! free vars subst sub (free vars t)
j Var v ! Set.singleton v
j Sequent seq ! free vars sequent seq
in (t.free vars
Vars fv); fv
and free vars bterm (bvars, t) =
Set.subtra t list (free vars t) bvars
and free vars subst sub fv =
Set.union
(Set.subtra t list fv (List.map fst sub))
(Set.map list free vars (List.map snd sub))
f

If the free variables haven't already been omputed, the free vars fun tion
omputes them, and assigns the value to the free vars eld of the term. In the
Term ase, the free variables are the union of the free variables of the subterms,
where any new binding o urren es have been removed. In the Subst (sub, t)
ase, the free variables are omputed for the inner term t, then the variables
being repla ed are removed from the resulting set, and then the free variables of
the substituted terms are added.
7

The subst fun tion has a simple implementation: eliminate parts of the substitution that have no e e t, and save the result in a Subst pair if the resulting
substitution is not empty.
let subst sub t =
let fv = free vars t in
mat h remove (v, t') from sub if v 62 fv with 1
[℄ ! t (* substitution has no e e t *)
ore = Subst (sub', t)
j sub' ! f free vars = VarsDelayed;

h

g

The set implementation determines the omplexity of substitution. If the set
lookup takes O(1), then pruning 1htakes time linear in the number of variables
in sub.
The e e t of the substitution is delayed until the point that the term is
destru ted. The dest term fun tion is required to expand the substitution by
one step. We use the get ore fun tion, shown below, to expand the toplevel
substitutions in the term.
let re get ore = fun tion
f
ore = Subst (sub, t') g as t !
let ore' = mat h get ore t' with
Var v ! get ore (List.asso v sub) (* always su eeds *)
j Term (opname, params, bterms) !
Term (opname, params, List.map (do bterm subst sub) bterms)
j Sequent seq ! Sequent (sequent subst sub seq)
in (t. ore
ore'); ore'
j f
ore = ore g ! ore
and do bterm subst sub (vars, t) =
let sub' = remove (v, t) from sub if v 2 vars in
let vars', sub'' = rename binding variables to avoid apture in
(vars', subst sub'' t)

When the substitution is applied to a Term, it is re ursively applied to the
subterms, performing a single substitution step. Note that the List.asso in
the Var ase will never fail, due to two invariants: substitution lists are never
empty, and the domain of the substitution in ludes the free-variables of the term.
The dest term fun tion rst uses get ore to expand all substitutions, and
then it returns the parts of the term. To preserve the external interfa e of the
term module, it is also required to onvert the ustom terms ba k to their original
form (as usual, we omit the ode for sequents).
let re dest term t =
mat h get ore t with
Term (opname, params, bterms) ! (opname, params, bterms)
j Var v ! (mk opname ["variable"℄, [String v℄, [℄)
j Sequent s ! dest sequent s

4 The rewriter module
The rewriter performs term manipulations for rule appli ations. Inferen e rules
and omputational rewrites are both expressed using se ond-order patterns. For
8
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number
registers
string
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...
t0
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t3

...
r2
r1
r0

...
v2
v1
v0

Rewrite virtual ma hine

example, the rewrite for beta-redu tion is expressed with the following pattern:
(x:bx ) a ! ba
In this rewrite, the variable a is a pattern variable, representing the \argument"
term. The variable bx is a se ond-order pattern variable, representing a term with
a free variable x. The pattern ba represents a substitution, with a substituted
for x in b. The (x:bx ) a is alled the redex, and the substitution ba is alled the
ontra tum.
In NuPRL-4 the omputation and inferen e engines are implemented as separate interpreters that are parameterized by the rewriting patterns. In MetaPRL
we ombine these fun tions and improve performan e by ompiling to a rewriting
virtual ma hine. The MetaPRL rewriter module provides four major fun tions.
The ompile redex fun tion takes a redex pattern, expressed as a term, and
it ompiles it to a redex program . The apply redex fun tion applies a preompiled program to a spe i term, raising the RewriteError ex eption if
the pattern mat h fails, or returning a state that summarizes the result. The
ompile ontra tum ompiles a ontra tum pattern against a parti ular redex
program, and the build ontra tum term takes the ontra tum program and
the result of a redex appli ation, and produ es the nal ontra tum term.
module Rewrite (Term : TermSig) : sig
type redex prog, on prog, state
ex eption RewriteError
val ompile redex : term ! redex prog
val apply redex : redex prog ! term ! state
val ompile ontra tum : redex prog ! term ! on prog
val build ontra tum : on prog ! state ! term
end

Currently, the rewrite module ompiles redi es to byte ode programs that
perform pattern mat hing, storing the parts of the term being mat hed in several
9

Mat hing:
dest term opname[p1 ;    ; pn ℄bterm
dest bterm v1 ; : : : ; vn :r
mat h term r[t1 ;    ; tn ℄
so var
r [v0 ;    ; vn ℄
Constru tors:
mk term opname[p0 ;    ; pn ℄bterm
mk bterm v1 ; : : : ; vn :r
so subst r[t1 ; : : : ; tn ℄

ount

: parameter register (string or
: string register
r : term register
ti : literal term

pi

ount

number )

v1

Fig. 3.

Virtual ma hine instru tions

register les. Contra ta are also ompiled to byte ode programs that onstru t
the ontra tum term using the ontents of the register le. The virtual ma hine
has the four parts shown in Figure 2:
1. a program store and program ounter for the rewrite program,
2. a term/bterm sta k with a sta k pointer to manage the urrent term being
rewritten,
3. a term/bterm register le,
4. a parameter register le for ea h type of parameter.
The instru tions for the ma hine are shown in Figure 3. The mat hing instru tion dest term he ks if the term at the top of the term sta k has the
operator name opname, and if it has the right number of bound terms and parameters of the given types. If it su eeds, the parameters are saved in the
parameter registers, the bound terms are pushed onto the bterm sta k, and the
term is popped from the term sta k. The mk term instru tion does the opposite: it retrieves the parameter values from the register le, pops bterm ount
bound terms from the bterm sta k, adds the opname and pushes the resulting
term on the term sta k. The dest bterm and mk bterm fun tion perform similar
operations on bound terms.
The so var instru tion opies the term on the term sta k to a term register,
along with the free variables v1 ; : : : ; vn . The orresponding onstru tor so subst
pushes the term in register r, with literal terms t1 ; : : : ; tn substituted for its
substitution variables v1 ; : : : ; vn (saved with the term in the term register). The
mat h term instru tion is used during mat hing for redi es like (x + x) ! 2x
that ontain ommon subterms.
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5 The proof module
The third part of the re ner manages validity in logi s as well as maintaining
proof trees for theorems. The proof module exports the interfa e shown below.
The empty logi is the logi without any rules/rewrites. The join logi s fun tion builds the union of two logi s, and the add rule and add rewrite fun tion
add rules/rewrites from their synta ti al des ription as terms. The proof type
represents a partial proof tree [6℄, whi h may be modi ed by applying a ta ti
to the proof goal with the refine fun tion. The ompose fun tion is used to
stit h together partial proofs into larger proofs. A ounting must be performed
here|the proofs being joined must belong to the same logi . If an error o urs
in any of the fun tions, the RefineError ex eption is raised. These fun tions are
not diÆ ult to implement, and we skip the des ription of their implementations.
module Proof (Term : TermSig) (Rewrite : RewriteSig) : sig
type logi , ta ti , rewrite, proof
ex eption RefineError
val empty logi : logi
val join logi s : logi ! logi ! logi
val add rule : logi ! term ! logi * ta ti
val add rewrite : logi ! term ! logi * rewrite
val new proof : term ! proof
val refine : proof ! ta ti ! proof
val ompose : proof ! proof list ! proof
val proof goal : proof ! term
val proof subgoals : proof ! term list
end

6 Performan e
We group the performan e measurements into two parts. All measurements were
done on a Linux 400MHz Pentium ma hine, with 512MB of main memory, and
all times are in se onds. For the rst part, we ompare the speed of the MetaPRL
prover (using the modular re ner) with the NuPRL-4 prover. For the rst example, we perform pure evaluation based on the following de nition of the fa torial
fun tion:
rewrite fa t fig

! if i = 0 then 1 else i  fa t fi

1g

We used the following evaluation algorithm: re ursively traverse the term topdown, performing beta-redu tion, unfolding the fa t de nition (taking are to
evaluate the argument rst), et . This algorithm stresses sear h during rewriting.
Roughly speaking, evaluation should be quadrati in the fa torial argument: ea h
term traversal is linear in the size of the term, and the size of the term grows
linearly with ea h traversal (rewriting does not use tail-re ursion), until the
nal base ase is rea hed and the value is omputed. The following table lists
the performan e numbers.
11

Argument value
Con guration 100 250 400 650
Term std 0.39 2.3 6.2 18.4
Term ds 0.43 2.45 6.45 18.7
NuPRL-4 55 330 >1800 >1800
On this example, the NuPRL-4 took between 125 and 160 times longer on the
problems where it nished within 30 minutes. On the two larger problems, we
terminated the omputation after 30 minutes.3 In MetaPRL, the largest problem
performs about 14 million attempted rewrites.
This table also shows an interesting di eren e between the term module
implementations. The \naive" term module performs better on this example
be ause the re ursive traversals of the term expand most of the delayed substitutions.
The next example also ompares MetaPRL with NuPRL-4, on the pigeonhole
problem stated in propositional logi 4 . The pigeonhole problem of size i proves
that i + 1 \pigeons" do not t into i \holes." The pigeonT ta ti performs
a sear h ustomized to this domain, and the propDe ideT ta ti is a generi
de ision pro edure for intuitionisti propositional logi (based on Dy ko 's algorithm [10℄). Both sear h algorithms use only propositional reasoning and both
explore an exponential number of ases in i.
Problem size
Memory
2
3
4 (Max MB)5
pigeonT
0.1 2.57 94.5
148
pigeonT
<0.1 0.68 16.9
41
propDe ideT 0.3 242 >1800
propDe ideT 0.13 54.5 >1800
pigeonT
0.5 89 >1800
propDe ideT 21.9 >1800 >1800

Con guration Ta ti
Term
Term
Term
Term

std
ds
std
ds

NuPRL-4
NuPRL-4

In this example, the delayed-substitution implementation of terms performs
signi antly better than the naive implementation, partly be ause of the eÆient substitution in the appli ation of the rules for propositional logi , and also
be ause the Term ds module preserves a great deal of sharing of ommon subterms. On the largest problem the pigeonT ta ti performs about 1.57 million
primitive inferen e steps.
For the last examples, we give a few omparisons between the MetaPRL
modules in two additional domains. The gen problems is a heredity problem in
3
NuPRL-4 an evaluate these terms. The built-in term evaluator, whi h bypasses the
4

5

re ner, evaluates the largest example in about 22 se onds.
This formalization of pigeon-hole prin iple and methods we are using to prove it
are obviously highly ineÆ ient. However this formalization provided us with a ni e
way of omparing the performan e of simple propositional proof sear h in the two
systems.
This in ludes the spa e that system o upies after the initial loading | 17 MB with
term std and 18.5 MB with term ds
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a large rst-order database. The nuprl problem is an automated of all proof
trans ipts in the NuPRL type theory. The trans ripts ontain a mix of low-level
proof steps, su h as lemma appli ation and appli ation of indu tive reasoning,
to higher-level steps that in lude veri ation- ondition automation and proof
sear h. The trans ripts ontain about 2,500 intera tive proof steps.
We don't in lude performan e measurements for NuPRL-4 on these examples, be ause the system di eren es require a porting e ort (for instan e, NuPRL4 does not urrently implement a generi rst-order proof sear h pro edure). In
our experien e with NuPRL-4, proofs with several hundred steps tend to take
several minutes to replay.
Problem
Con guration gen nuprl
Term std 21.3 39.3
Term ds 15.4 36.6
On e again, the Term ds module performs better than the naive terms, due to
the frequent use of substitution in the appli ation of the rules of these theories.
The times for proof replay in lude the time spent loading the proof trans ripts
and building the ta ti trees. This ost is similar for both term implementations,
and the performan e numbers are omparable. The rst-order problem, gen,
performs proof sear h by resolution, using the re ner to onstru t a primitive
proof tree only when a proof is found. This nal step is expensive, be ause ea h
resolution step has to be justi ed by the re ner. The nal su essful proof in
this problem performs about 41 thousand primitive inferen e steps.

7 Summary
We have a heived signi ant speedups for ta ti proving. Our new prover design shows onsistent speedups of more than two orders of magnitude over the
NuPRL-4 system. Most of this speedup is due to eÆ ient implementations of the
prover omponents, but an additional part is due to the modular design, whi h
allows the prover to be ustomized with domain-spe i implementations. In
addition, the MetaPRL system is programmed in OCaml, an eÆ ient modular
language. In ontrast, NuPRL4 ta ti s are programmed in lassi ML, whi h is
ompiled to Common Lisp, and the NuPRL-4 re ner is implemented in Common
Lisp.
In rst-order logi s, we estimate that an order of magnitude speed fa tor
remains between MetaPRL and provers like ACL2 [17℄. Some of this di eren e an be addressed with a spe i re ner modules: a rst-order term module
would ontain ustom representations for terms in disjun tive normal form and
sequents (sequents provide parti ulary poor representations for large rst-order
problems), and the rewrite module would optimize inferen e by resolution. However, a better solution would be to integrate rst-order provers into the logi al
framework using translation modules that provide a ta ti interfa e through
en apsulation of the external fun tions.
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There are a few avenues left to explore. Sin e we ompile rewrites to byte ode,
it is natural to wonder what the e e t of ompiling to native ode would be. Also,
while we urrently do not optimize the proof module, there is signi ant overhead
in omposing and saving the primitive proof trees. In some domains, we may be
able to perform proof ompression, or delay the omposition of proofs.

8 Related work
Harrison's HOL-Light [13℄ shares some ommon features with the MetaPRL
implementation. Harrison's system is implemented in Caml-Light, and both systems require fewer omputational resour es than their prede essors. Howe [16℄
has taken another approa h to enhan ing speed in NuPRL-4. The programming
language de ned by the NuPRL type theory is untyped, leading to frequent
produ tion of well-formedness (veri ation) onditions. Using type annotations,
Howe was able to speed up rewriting in NuPRL-4 by a fa tor of 10.
Basin and Kaufmann [3℄ give a omparison between the NuPRL3 system and
nqthm [5℄ (the prede essor of the ACL2 [17℄ system). The nqthm prover uses a
quanti er-free variant of Peano arithmeti . Basin and Kaufmann's measurements
showed that nqthm was roughly 15 times faster for di erent formalizations of
Ramsey's theorem. It is likely that ACL2 and NuPRL-4 have a larger gap in
speed.
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